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Fribourg, 28 January 2022 

 

 

vibro-meter® VM600 systems – VM600Mk2 replacing first-generation VM600 (VM600Mk1) 

 

 

Dear Customer,  

 

Meggitt is committed to providing the best technology and systems for the monitoring and protection of 

industrial machinery. Our solutions, including the VM600 machinery monitoring systems from the 

vibro-meter® product line, enable safer and more efficient operation of critical machinery in power 

plants, and oil & gas company assets. They allow protection and accurate condition monitoring, helping 

to avoid catastrophic failures and enabling cost-effective predictive maintenance, helping you to get 

the most from your machinery. 

 

While we trust that your VM600 system has served you well, Meggitt is committed to offering our 

customers the best possible measurement and monitoring solutions, which naturally involves updating 

and replacing items in our product range. 

 

Since its launch in 2001, more than 8,000 VM600 rack-based machinery protection and/or condition 

monitoring systems have been installed throughout the world and VM600 solutions are recognised 

globally for their high quality, reliability and performance in the field. In 2021, the second-generation 

VM600Mk2 system was launched in order to integrate the latest technology, improve performance, meet 

our industry’s evolving demands, and ultimately to replace first-generation VM600 (VM600Mk1) systems. 

 

“VM600Mk2, launched in September 2021, is an evolution of the bestselling VM600 and the result of 

70 years of domain expertise. It extends the lifetime of existing VM600 systems and enables 

state-of-the-art advanced machinery protection and condition monitoring.” 

 

While the VM600Mk1 system is today in the mature phase of its product life-cycle, the VM600 was 

specifically designed to be flexible and modular, and to support future evolution (VM600Mk2). This allows 

us to ensure continued support and to extend VM600 system lifetimes, to the benefit of our customers. 

 

Accordingly, this letter is to inform you that VM600Mk1 cards and systems are being phased out with 

immediate effect and that we will now offer and supply equivalent VM600Mk2 modules and systems for all 

new orders. This accelerated transition from VM600Mk1 to VM600Mk2 is primarily due to the obsolescence of 

key electronic components since 2016, which has limited our ability to produce VM600Mk1 cards. (Usually, 

our obsolescence management strategy enables us to identify component obsolescence issues early, 

thereby allowing appropriate measures to be taken to enhance product lifetimes. However, due to the 

ongoing global electronic components crisis, such situations have become increasingly difficult to 

manage.) Further, we are confident that now is the right time for this transition because of the number of 

VM600Mk2 systems that have been installed and are exceeding customer expectations since the launch 

last year. 

 

At the same time, we have also decided to limit the availability of VM600Mk1 cards to spares, in order to 

continue to support existing first-generation VM600 systems for as long as possible. Accordingly, VM600Mk1 

cards are now subject to an end-of-life / last-time-buy announcement, as described in a separate letter: 

vibro-meter® VM600 systems – end of life for first-generation VM600 cards (VM600Mk1). 
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In addition to beating obsolescence and reusing existing system/solution infrastructure (such as VM600 

racks and power supplies, field wiring, etc.), migrating to a VM600Mk2 solution brings another notable 

benefit, that is, the VM600Mk2 MPC4Mk2 + IOC4Mk2 machinery protection and condition monitoring module 

which replaces the VM600 MPC4 / IOC4T machinery protection card pair. 

 

The VM600Mk2 MPC4Mk2 + IOC4Mk2 module is a significant development in machinery monitoring because 

in addition to matching or bettering the outstanding specifications and performance of the 

MPC4 / IOC4T, the MPC4Mk2 + IOC4Mk2 also supports condition monitoring – that is, machinery protection 

and condition monitoring are now available from a single module. 

 

As already mentioned, VM600Mk2 modules and systems will be supplied with immediate effect for all new 

orders. Also, VM600Mk1 cards are now only available as spares and for special cases where the transition 

to VM600Mk2 is complicated or not possible for various reasons. The impacted VM600 part numbers (PNRs) 

are: 
 

Product 
VM600 

part number (PNR) 

VM600Mk2 

part number (PNR) 

VM600 system 

(assembled and configured) 
VM600SYS VM600SYSMK2-001 

ABE040 204-040-100-01h 204-040-100-016 

RPS6U 200-582-500-02h 200-582-500-12h 

MPC4 → MPC4Mk2 200-510-0SS-HHh 600-041 

IOC4T → IOC4Mk2 200-560-000-HHh 600-043 

RLC16 → RLC16Mk2 200-570-000-HHh 600-045 

CPUM → CPUMMk2 200-595-0SS-HHh 600-050 

IOCN → IOCNMk2 200-566-000-HHh 600-051 

AMC8 → AMC8Mk2 200-550-0SS-HHh Available Q3 2022 

IOC8T → IOC8Mk2 200-580-000-HHh Available Q3 2022 

 

In general, both generations of VM600 modules/cards provide the same overall machinery protection 

functionality. However, being more powerful, and after 20 years of computer/software evolution, the 

VM600Mk2 MPC4Mk2 requires the VibroSight® software. (For comparison, the VM600 MPC4 uses the now 

aging VM600 MPSx software). 

 

In addition, the VM600Mk2 MPC4Mk2 supports condition monitoring functionality as an optional feature, for 

example, as an alternative to dedicated VM600 XMV16 condition monitoring only modules. Using the 

MPC4Mk2 for both machinery protection and condition monitoring enables a more cost-effective and 

integrated overall solution, while taking advantage of the fast and powerful, user-friendly, VibroSight 

software suite for the management, display and analysis of condition monitoring data. The XMV16 

condition monitoring module will continue to be offered and supported with all VM600Mk2 systems. 

 

Note: For VM600Mk2 systems, VibroSight Protect is used for the configuration of the machinery protection 

functionality and VibroSight Capture is used for the configuration of the condition monitoring 

functionality. Using separate VibroSight software modules for the configuration and operation of 

VM600Mk2 functionality/systems helps ensure complete separation (“segregation”) of MPS and CMS in a 

single VM600 rack. The optional condition monitoring feature is enabled by simply updating software 

license key on the MPC4Mk2 module together with the VibroSight software license. 

For example, a VibroSight / VM600Mk2 system can initially be installed and used as a MPS only. Then, CMS 

functionality can be quickly and easily added at any time by updating the licenses, as required. 
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It is important to note that although first-generation VM600 (VM600Mk1) and second-generation VM600Mk2 

modules/cards can coexist within the same VM600 rack, this is not generally recommended in order to 

promote ease of use. Where modules/cards are mixed, extra care is required in order to ensure that there 

are no conflicts that could interfere with correct operation of the machinery protection functionality. In 

order words, there must be no configuration conflicts between MPC4Mk2 modules as defined using 

VibroSight Protect and MPC4 cards as defined using VM600 MPSx. This is especially important with regards 

to signal routing via the VM600 rack’s internal buses when using remote relays on RLC16Mk2/RLC16 

modules/cards or when sharing sensor / measurement chain signals with condition monitoring cards. For 

this reason, all systems shipped from Meggitt SA, Fribourg, will be either first-generation VM600 (VM600Mk1) 

or second-generation VM600Mk2 but never a combination of both. 

 

As far as compatibility between VM600 (VM600Mk1) and VM600Mk2 solutions is concerned, we suggest that 

each case is evaluated on a project by project basis together with the customer, especially for 

applications where the VM600 system is critical to the safe operation of plants and machinery. Although 

in general, VM600Mk2 systems offer all features with improved performance such that any transition should 

not really be an issue. 

 

Further technical information and documentation on VM600Mk2 modules and systems is available from the 

VM600Mk2 pages of the Meggitt vibro-meter® Energy website. 

 

 

Finally, with this letter, Meggitt SA would like to confirm its continued commitment to supporting the 

VM600 system, a significant product family, for at least the next 10 (ten) years by providing development, 

customer support, repairs, spare parts or equivalent until at least the year 2032. 

 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact your Meggitt representative, who will help you with any further 

questions you have regarding this announcement, such as helping with the transition to VM600Mk2 

modules and systems, or securing VM600Mk1 cards as part of the last-time-buy (LTB). 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

_____________________________ 

Michaël Hafner 

Manager, Protection & Monitoring Systems Product Line 

Energy Sensing & Controls 

Energy & Equipment 

 

Tel: +41 (0)26 407 18 58 

Email: michael.hafner@ch.meggitt.com 
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